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ICCP WEBSITE
https://www.iccop.org
Please send any feedback, comments, and uploads to Stavros
Kalaitzidis
mailto:skalait@upatras.gr
The ICCP Newsletter, ISN 14454793
(1445-4858
online)
is
distributed 3 times a year, &
welcomes contributions from
members & non-members. The
minutes of the Annual Meeting
are published in the final issue
each year, & the program for the
Annual Meeting is included midyear. The Newsletter is distributed to all members & is available
on the open area of the webpage.
This enables anyone interested in
the science to obtain exposure to
the ICCP activities. ICCP application details are available on the
website, or contact the General
Secretary, Walter Pickel.
mail to: walter.pickel@organicpetrology.com

Merry March greetings to all members, and non-members.
The ICCP Newsletter is available on the open access ICCP
webpage in order to promote the science and for ease of reference for the members. I hope that all the non-members will
see the value of joining the ICCP and become involved in the
various working groups of the three Commissions. I note that
four of the most prestigious coal conferences in the conference calendar are in September this year, on three different
continents. The ICCP is being held in Bucharest, the ICCS&T
in China, and the IPCC in Pittsburgh USA, and TSOP in
Canada. Whilst the ICCP, TSOP, and IPCC are annual conferences, the ICCS&T is held every two years and generally
attracts a lot of researchers and academia involved in coal
and related topics. I hope that each conference is successful.
Some further details are included in this Newsletter regarding
the 69th ICCP Meeting in Bucharest. The Meeting was last
held in Bucharest in 1999, and I am sure we will enjoy the
splendor of this famous city. Note the abstract and early bird
deadlines please, and do visit the Meeting webpage (refer to
page 12). Whilst on the topic of conferences, please make a
note that the next International Geocongress will be held in
India in 2020. The ICCP is again offering an Organic Petrology
course this year, this time on Dispersed Organic Matter;
please look out for the flyer in the Newsletter. Other conference and course dates are provided on the back page. I look
forward to seeing you all in the beautiful city of Bucharest,
Romania in September.
Best wishes, Nikki

69th ANNUAL ICCP MEETING WILL BE HELD IN
BUCHAREST, ROMANIA
3-9 SEPTEMBER 2017.
NOTE: ABSTRACT DEADLINE 20 MARCH (2 PAGES)
NOTE: EARLY BIRD REGISTRATION CLOSES 31 May
REFER TO PAGE 12 HEREIN AND ICCP WEBPAGE FOR
FURTHER INFORMATION
http://www.iccop.org/meetings/2017-iccp-meeting-inbucharest-romania/

PLEASE NOTE:
KNOW YOUR COAL
PETROLOGIST
Answer on page 5

Deadline for next ICCP
Newsletter
19 JUNE 2017
Please submit short
research synopses,
articles, images
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PRESIDENTS COLUMN
You have in your hands the first Newsletter of 2017 full of
announcements of the forthcoming events organized
involving the ICCP. We have first the Course in June, this
time devoted for the third time to Dispersed Organic Matter.
There is still time to apply for the students grant to attend the
course. I would like to encourage you to do that since the
course will be a nice experience in a beautiful venue where
you will have the chance to interact with attendees from
different sectors and backgrounds. The support of Hilgers
Technisches Büro for the practical sessions will be again invaluable. In September, we will come for the second time to
Bucharest; please be aware that the deadline for abstracts
submission is very soon. The organizing committee is working hard to welcome us all for the Meeting.
I would like to encourage the members of Commission I to
download the TEM-SEM manuscript and make suggestions.
Although the sections dealing with the study of organic components was approved some time ago, it has been now
updated with a section dealing with porosity which is very
relevant in the context of unconventional oil and gas plays.
The manuscript will finally be approved at the meeting and it
is important that we have any suggestions for improvement
before that date. Again thanks to the authors for preparing
the manuscript.
This issue has also information from students work. This is a
nice channel to publicize your work within a community specifically interested on organic petrology. Thanks Nikki, for
having prepared again a nice issue full of interesting information.
Angeles G. Borrego

The list of SCAP-accredited petrographers has been uploaded on ICCP’s
webpage (http://www.iccop.org/
accreditation/accredited-petrographers/
list-of-accredited-petrographers-inscap/).
Please check your contact details as
soon as possible and inform Kimon of
any required changes.
The certificates have been posted. If you
have not yet received yours, please
contact Kimon directly.
Congratulations once again on your
accreditation
Prof. Dr. Kimon Christanis
Department of Geology
University of Patras
E-mail: christan@upatras.gr
URL: http://lithos.geology.upatras.gr/
epy/

The list of accredited petrographers in the
DOMVR programme has been updated on
the ICCP webpage. Please check whether
the contact details are correct. You should
have received the certificate with your
evaluation. If this is not the case or any
modification in contact details is required,
please contact Angeles:
(angeles@incar.csic.es).
Congratulations once again on your accreditation.
Dr Angeles G. Borrego

Link to the post: http://www.iccop.org/
accreditation/accredited-petrographers/list
-of-accredited-petrographers-in-domvr/

REFER TO PAGE 12
FOR THE FLYER
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10TH ICCP COURSE: DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER
26-30 JUNE 2017
GeoLab, Helmholtz Centre, gfz, Potsdam, Germany

COURSE INSTRUCTORS:

ANGELES AND JOÃO

The International Committee for Coal and Organic Petrology (ICCP), in conjunction with Geolab, DGGV
(Deutsche Geologische Gesellschaft – Geologische
Vereinigung e.V.), the Teichmüller Foundation and GFZ
(the German Research Centre for Geosciences), is
pleased to announce a training course in Organic Petrology to be held in Potsdam from 26-30th June 2017.
Instructors will be Prof. João Graciano Mendonca Filho,
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, and Dr.
Angeles G. Borrego, Instituto Nacional del Carbón,
CSIC, Oviedo, Spain.

A Textbook will be available for the participants. Practical
sessions will be held using a microscope with image projection, set up for transmitted and reflected white light
observation, as well as reflectance measurements
(FOSSIL software). The microscope system will be provided by Hilgers Technisches Büro.
The course focuses on the Petrology of Dispersed Organic Matter, examined both in transmitted and
incident light, with particular emphasis in the integration of
the information from both observation modes. The
course will cover identification of palynofacies components and macerals, as well as the procedures for the
quantification of various components. Determination of
source rock maturity, geochemical and optical parameters, identification of vitrinite and measurement of
vitrinite reflectance will be covered. Difficulties and common mistakes will be discussed.

The following items will be covered in the course:

1. Dispersed Organic Matter (DOM): Concepts and definitions, OM production, processes and sedimentation, OM evolution, physicochemical transformation
during maturation.
2. Transmitted and reflected light microscopy techniques (white and blue lights), sample preparation,
modes of illumination, qualitative and quantitative
procedures.
3. Palynofacies. Identification and classification of components. Interpretation of results.
4. Identification and quantification of macerals.
5. Maturity of organic matter: SCI-Spore Colour Index;
spectral fluorescence parameters. Vitrinite reflectance measurement. Identification of indigenous vitrinite. Interpretation of results.
6. Case studies.
Emphasis will be given to practical exercises
Course language is English, and space is limited.
Student travel grants are available on application.
Registration is at : http://www.iccop.org/10th-coursepotsdam/

Company / Professional

1300 €

Government / Non-Profit

700 €

Student
250 €
While a basic geological understanding is required, the
course is designed for those with little or no knowledge
Registrations and payments should be received by the
on source rocks. It is therefore suitable for under- or post
-graduate students, as well as established geologists and 15th May 2017.
other professionals working in the field of oil and gas
Attendees are required to book their own accommodaexploration.
tion.
A Certificate of participation will be awarded to each
person completing this course, but this does not include For further information please contact: Peter Crosdale at
peter.crosdale@energyrc.com.au
accreditation from the ICCP.
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ICCP Student Travel
Grant to attend
the course

http://www.iccop.org/iccpstudent-travel-grant-potsdam2017-applications-are-now-open/

APPLICATIONS TO ATTEND THE POTSDAM
2017 ORGANIC PETROLOGY TRAINING
COURSE ARE NOW OPEN.
PLEASE CHECK THE GRANT REQUIREMENTS AND SUBMIT THE APPLICATION
FORMS TO Dr. Stavros Kalaitzidis
(skalait@upatras.gr)

DEADLINE: 30 MARCH 2017

Answer to Know your coal petrologist
(P2)
Reinhardt Thiessen, 1867—1938.
A pioneer in the use of thin sections in coal
petrographic studies at USA Bureau of Mines.
In 1957 recognized as patron of the ICCP’s
Thiessen Medal.
(Photograph & caption courtesy of Jim Hower)
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Purpose: The ICCP Student Travel Grant is
designed to support student attendance at the
ICCP Training Courses.
Eligibility: The ICCP Travel Grant supports
qualified MSc and PhD students from around
the world, who are active in fields related to the
Themes of ICCP.
Applicants who have previously been granted an
ICCP Travel Grant are not eligible to apply for a
second grant under the scheme.
The ICCP Travel Grant is open to all students who
express interest to attend.
Grants: One Grant up to Euros 1,000.00 plus
the course fees will be granted for any course.
Conditions: Monetary awards shall be spent
solely for the purposes of travelling to attend an
ICCP Training Course, including accommodation.
Funds awarded should not be used to fund
research, purchase capital equipment, to pay
salaries, tuition, etc.
Students receiving the award will be required
to provide receipts detailing travel
spending to ICCP Treasurer after the course
has concluded. Maximum period for
providing the receipts will be 30 days after the
course.
Copies of travel receipts should be sent to Jennifer
Pearson at: jen@coalpetrography.com
The ICCP Travel Grant should be referred to in
any following publication of the MSc or PhD
Thesis.
Application Deadline: Two months after the
course has been announced.
Completed applications should include:
1. Cover letter requesting travel funds and stating
how attending the ICCP Training Course
will assist with their research.
2. Filled out Application Form (click link opposite
for the application form).
3. MSc or PhD research summary.
4. Letter of support from their primary faculty advisor.
5. Curriculum Vitae.
Applications will be reviewed and ranked by the
Grant Subcommittee, who will be determined by
the Council.
The selection of the grant awardee winner will be
based on:
1. Merit of MSc or PhD research proposal.
2. Potential impact in the scientific fields of the
three ICCP Commissions: General Coal
and Organic Petrology, Applications in Geology,
and Applications in Industry.
Application materials should be sent electronically
to the Chair of the Subcommittee—email opposite.
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New Applications for Associate Member
Prof. Dr. Hülya İnaner (A1)

Turkey
Dokuz Eylül University
Faculty of Engineering
Department of Geological Engineering
Tınaztepe Campus 35397 Buca Izmir/
TURKEY
Phone: 0 232 301 73 20
Mobile: 0 505 525 13 89
Fax: 0 232 453 11 29
mail to: hulya.inaner@deu.edu.tr

Dr. Abbas Seyedolali
USA
6100 N.Western Ave
Oklahoma City, OK 731118,
USA
Tel:+405-935-3533
mail to: abbas.seyedolali@chk.com

Professor Doktor Inaner is a professor at the Dokuz
Eylul University in Izmir, Turkey, where she has taught
coal geology, and where she completed her PhD. Dr
Inaner attended the 2013 ICCP training course and has
become established as a coal petrographer. She is a
frequent participant in the European Coal Conference.
Her publications largely deal with Turkish lignites.

Dr. Seyedolali is a Senior Staff Geologist at Cheasepeake Energy in Oklahoma City. He is a sedimentologist and petrographer, with experience in working onshore, offshore and deepwater conventional and unconventional reservoirs, and undertakes organic petrology
and fluorescence microscopy of organic-rich mudstones. Dr. Seyedolali obtained his PhD from the University of Oregon, and is a member of AAPG, SEPM,
GSA, CMS, and TSOP.

Applications for Full ICCP Member
None this time. But please do consider applying for full membership status if you have been an Associate Member for a while and
have been active in the ICCP.

Please keep your contact details current, or
you may miss
important information

Updated contact details
Mária Hámor Vidó PhD habil

ICCP Archives

Geologist expert
Affiliation: University of Pécs
Pécs, Hungary
Mail address: Adria st. 8/B Budapest, H-1148, Hungary

Deolinda Flores, Universidade Do Porto, Portugal is collecting any ICCP related documents for archiving. Should any
one wish to contribute documents, please contact Deolinda:

Email: hamorvido@gmail.com
Mobile: +36 30 84 14 053

dflores@fc.up.pt

The ICCP Newsletter is also a forum for students, young and advanced researchers, petrographers, and any
one else, to present results, submit short reviews or articles, post notifications, request for assistance, announce relevant conferences / workshops / courses. Please submit all documents for inclusion into the next
ICCP Newsletter to mailto: nwagner@uj.ac.za as soon as possible. The ICCP Newsletters are freely
available on the website.
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Members Corner

Botryococcus
(Algae)
or
Bryophytes ??
IDENTIFICATION?
These photographs are from Indian Permian shale of the Raniganj Coalfield, Damodar Basin, India
Bhagwan Singh has requested the assistance of organic petrographers to confirm the classification of these
interesting and well photographed algae. Please contact Bhagwan directly, or submit your comments to the Editor.
Bhagwan D Singh <singhbd.bsip@gmail.com>

ICCP classifieds

Please submit any classified
advertisements or points for
discussion to the Editor

2 WORKING SWIFT POINT COUNTERS
FREE TO ANYONE WHO CAN USE
THEM.
PLEASE CONTACT Nikki Wagner
nwagner@uj.ac.za
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eral matter free basis (mmf)) (Figure 1 (a)). The samples from
the aforementioned coalfields are characterised by variable ash
content, and generally low sulphur content, with the exception
of South Orapa and Tuli samples characterised by high sulphur
content. Generally, the raw ash values of the Botswanan coals
varied considerably across the coalfields, as did the total
Ndivhuho Nendouvhada and Nicola Wagner
sulphur content. The CV and volatile matter contents indicated
Department of Geology, CIMERA, University of Johannesburg, that certain seams or horizons could be suitable for steam genJohannesburg, 2006, South Africa
eration and domestic use, and is most likely upgradeable by
beneficiation.

Application of coal petrography in understanding the variation of coal composition in the coalfields of Botswana

Extended Abstract from MSc dissertation
The Botswana’s fortunes have been primarily enhanced by the
presence of carbon based resources. Diamonds are the prime
revenue source, accounting for 76 % of export receipts in 2011
(Baruya and Kessels, 2013). Coal, a carbon resource at the
other end of the carbon spectrum, is potentially a significant
commodity in Botswana, and which has drawn major attention
over the years. It is believed that the exploitation of the coal
deposits will potentially diversify the diamonds dependent economy of Botswana. Unfortunately, infrastructure and water availability are major challenges the country is facing, hampering the
potential coal export sector development. The substantial coal
deposits of Botswana (Permian Age) are contained in the coalfields of the Karoo Supergroup, and are of sub-bituminous to
bituminous in rank. Primarily preserved in the eastern margin of
the Kalahari-Karoo Basin in Botswana, somewhat vague
estimates of 212 billion tonnes of coal have been made. Though
reconnaissance investigations were carried out to explore the
Kalahari-Karoo Basin of Botswana, there is still a complete
absence of petrographic information in the public domain
(Hower et al., 2012). As a result, little is known about the
petrography of Botswanan coals, thus establishing the aim of
this research project. The aim was to assess and compare the
petrographic variations of coal composition across various coalfields of Botswana. The Morapule Coalfield has been considered as the type locality as the coal has been mined to power
the only power station in Botswana. But is this coal representative of the other coalfields in Botswana? It was suspected that
there were abrupt changes in coal composition across the
Botswana coalfields.
Five coalfields were assessed: Lechana, South Orapa,
Morupule, and Takatokwane, and Tuli. The samples were received as borehole cores. Coal petrographic analyses (detailed
maceral group, vitrinite reflectance, and microlithotype analyses), along with chemical analyses (proximate, calorific values,
and total sulphur) provided a sound understanding of the
Botswanan coals. The petrographic analyses were carried out
using Zeiss Axio Imager m2m reflected light microscope fitted
with Hilgers Diskus Fossil software. By using the results
obtained from the petrographic analyses, the study attempted to
assess the depositional environment and conditions of
formations under which the coal units were deposited.
The petrographic technique applied in this project included the
use of the offline Hilgers Fossil Student software (installed on a
separate PC) following scanning of the polished block in monochromatic light, as well as on-line analyses using both monochromatic and colour digital cameras. It was found that the
discernment between certain coal components, such as liptinite
and clay, and vitrinite and low reflecting inertinite, posed some
difficulty when only the Fossil Student software was used for
analyses. However, the use of the off-line Fossil Student software in addition to the on-line images produced reliable results.
The advantage of using the off-line system is that it facilitates
the analysis of a sample by the quick scan of the entire block
surface using auto focusing and image capture. The images are
recorded for later analysis, thus enabling multi users to conduct
analyses at the same time (off-line). Thus, it can be concluded
that the simultaneous application of the two techniques can be
relied on in terms of detailed petrographic analyses.
The petrographic results revealed a wide variation of maceral
composition and reflectance data. The Takatokwane, South
Orapa, and Tuli coal samples reported a high vitrinite content
(37-91 vol. %, 65-85 vol. %, and 76-88 vol. % respectively, min8

As advised by Alan Golding (pers comm), the Lechana Coalfield
is unique due to the presence of a plunging syncline. The three
boreholes were sampled at different positions relative to the
syncline, covering different formations. As a result, the Lechana
samples were found to be rich in either vitrinite or inertinite with
variable ash content (13.9-49.5 wt. %) and generally low to
moderately high sulphur contents (0.10-3.21 wt. %). The syncline may have influenced the geometry of the depositional
basin. Unfortunately, due to confidentiality issues, detailed information pertinent to the geology of this coalfield could not be
acquired.
The Morupule samples were considerably different in composition when compared to those from the other coalfields of Botswana, being rich in inertinite (74-91 vol. % mmf) (Figure 1 (b)),
with variable ash content and low sulphur content. As the
Morupule coal is produced for power generation, it is the best
studied coal in the country, and hence has been considered to
be the type deposit for the country. Although the Morupule Main
Seam (inertinite-rich) is believed to be traceable to other coalfields of Botswana, this study revealed that the so called
Morupule Main Seam is variable in composition. The CV and
volatile matter contents indicate that the coal could be suitable
for steam generation and domestic use, and is most likely upgradeable by beneficiation.
The amount of liptinite determined petrographically rarely
exceeded 5 vol. % in the Botswana coal samples. This is in
agreement with the typical South African Permian-aged coals
(Snyman, 1989; Van Niekerk et al., 2010). According to literature, the Gondwana Permian-aged coals are generally rich in
inertinite (Holland et al., 1989; Hower et al., 2013; Snyman and
Botha, 1993). In South Africa, the Main Karoo Basin Vryheid
samples are typically rich in inertinite, and the upper Volksrust
occurring in the northern tectonically controlled basins more
vitrinite-rich. According to a paper by Clark et al. (1986), maceral composition of Botswana coals are generally typical of the
Gondwana Permian-aged coals with higher inertinite than vitrinite. In the 5 coalfields included in this study, the South Orapa,
Takatokwane, and Tuli coal samples are predominantly comprised of vitrinite-rich coal, with only few samples rich in inertinite. The Lechana and Morupule coal samples are predominantly rich in inertinite, although the Lechana area also has
vitrinite-rich occurrences.
Vitrinite reflectance shows that the coal samples from Botswana
fall between the sub-bituminous and bituminous rank categories. The standard deviation for these coal samples rarely exceeds 1 (apart from 2 samples from South Orapa), indicating
stable populations and that no other extraneous heat took part
in the coalification process apart from that attributed to the geothermal gradient and heat from compression. As encountered in
the coal samples from South Orapa, an abrupt change of
vitrinite reflectance was observed, indicating that the samples
were affected by heat, resulting in two samples with a rank
category of medium rank B. These high reflectance readings
must be attributed to a dolerite sill or dyke immediately below
the coal seam; unfortunately the drill core did not proceed
further than the coal seam. The stratigraphy of the Orapa coal
seams has not yet been correlated with the other coal seams in
Botswana. Further samples are required for confirmation of the
higher rank at this locality.
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Figure 1: (a) Mineral matter free collotelinite of the Takatokwane Coalfield; (b) sectretinite in the Morupule
In an attempt to reconstruct the depositional environment, the
results obtained from the ternary facies microlithotype and the
Diessel facies models revealed that the Botswana depositional
settings trended from fluvial to lacustrine conditions during peat
swamp development. The variability in the microlithotype data
could be ultimately linked to the depositional conditions responsible for the formation of coal in Botswana. The facies microlithotype and the Diessel facies models also indicate fluctuating
depositional settings that range from limnic, limnotelmatic to
telmatic depositional conditions. The depositional environments
for each coalfield were determined as follows:
1) Lechana-fluvial to lacustrine; South Orapa-fluvial with marine
transgressions;
2) Morupule-lacustrine;
3) Takatokwane-lacustrine; upper deltaic to fluvial, and
4) Tuli- fluvial.
Thus, providing an explanation on the variable maceral and
microlithotype composition in the coals from Botswana. The
simultaneous use of these two depositional models yielded
complimentary results in most cases, with the exception of the
Tuli samples, where the Diessel facies model was not applicable. The Diessel facies model could not be applied to the Tuli
coal samples due to the elevated amount of vitrinite which
resulted in the samples plotting outside the area of the graph.
The petrographic results obtained from this study have demonstrated that the notion that all Botswanan coals are rich in inertinite as untrue. The results showed that the coals from Botswana are as variable in composition as compared to the South
African coals. However, it is required that further samples from
these and other coalfields require petrographic assessment.
The petrographic data will be useful in the reassessment of the
coal stratigraphy across Botswana.
References
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Lechana

Morapule

Mr Nendouvhada was the recipient of the ICCP
Travel grant in 2016. He has submitted his MSc
dissertation for examination.
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Petrographic consideration of the
impact of the Tshipise fault on coal
quality in the Soutpansberg Coalfield,
South Africa.

The studied coals were characterized by relatively high ash,
total sulphur, and volatile matter contents, and low moisture
and CV values. The high ash content can be related to the
high mineral matter content and the high volatile matter content can be related to the high vitrinite contents determined
petrographically. A trend between the ash and CV was noted,
M. Mphaphuli a,*, N.J. Wagner a, J. Sparrow b where ash increased with a decrease in CV. According to
a
Department of Geology, University of Johannesburg, P.O. Telfer and Nojwa (2012), the Soutpansberg coal has a coal
mudstone association; this is evident in the analysis, where the
Box 524, Auckland Park, Johannesburg 2006, South Africa
b
Coal of Africa Limited, Summercon Office Park Cnr Rockery high ash / mineral content can be attributed to the mudstone
coal association.
Lane and Sunset Avenue, Lonehill, 2191, South Africa
Extended Abstract from MSC dissertation
The basis of this research was to understand coal quality and
petrographic variations, of samples from the Soutpansberg
Coalfield, and to attempt to infer the depositional environments. The Soutpansberg Coalfield is hosted in the Karoo
Basin, Limpopo Province of South Africa, situated to the north
of the Soutpansberg Mountain Range and extending for ±190
km from Waterpoort in the west, to the Kruger National Park in
the east (Hancox and Gotz, 2014). The greater Soutpansberg
Coalfield has been divided into three subdivisions: Mopane,
Tshipise, and Pafuri. The study area is located in the Mopane
sub-basin. The nature of the coal deposits gradually changes
from a multi-seam coal-mudstone association, approximately
40m thick in the west and comprising up to seven discrete coal
seams (Mopane Coalfield in the Waterpoort area), to two individual seams in the east (Pafuri Coalfield in the Tshikondeni
area) (Telfer and Njowa, 2012).
The Soutpansberg Coalfield is preserved within extensive
horst and graben systems, with faults exerting major structural
control. There are three notably major faults in the Soutpansberg Coalfield, that is: Klein Tshipise, Tshipise, and Bosbokpoort Faults. The Tshipise Fault is an ENE – SWS trending
fault, and on the southern side of the fault the coal is of a
higher rank and exhibits coking properties. Whereas, on the
northern side of the fault the coal is of a lower rank with limited
coking properties. This study therefore attempts to understand
what causes these variations.

On average, the Voorburg North samples were comparable to
Makhado samples in terms of the ash, volatile matter and CV
contents. Voorburg South reported a higher CV and lower ash
compared to Voorburg North and Makhado. Vele samples reported high ash contents averaging 46.20% and a low CV with
an average of 17.50 Mj/kg. The Waterberg samples reported
the highest ash content on average (49.22 %). On average,
the CV of the all coal samples is low (due to the high ash content), with the exception of the Tshikondeni sample. The Tshikondeni sample reported the best coal quality of the Limpopo
coals studied.
A high FSI number was found to be associated with samples
that had high volatile matter, lower ash content and higher CV.
In Voorburg North, one sample (VB01) reported FSI > 4 and
was classified as strongly caking with the other samples classified as non-caking to medium caking (FSI ranging between
0 – 3). Most samples in Voorburg South reported a FSI > 4
and were classified as strongly caking, with the exception of
few samples which are non-caking. Makhado coals varied from
non-caking to strongly caking. The samples from the Waterberg Coalfield were classified as non-caking. The Tshikondeni
coal sample yielded a FSI of 8 and can be classified as a
strongly caking coal. A trend noted was that high FSI is reported for samples with low ash and high CV. A positive correlation
is reported between CV and FSI (where higher CV yields higher FSI). In terms of ash and FSI, a negative correlation was
noted: high ash and low FSI.

The maceral analysis indicated that the coals generally were
rich in vitrinite (on average greater than (>) 60 vol%), with low
inertinite and very low liptinite contents, apart from the Waterberg samples. Collotelinite dominated over collodetrinite. This
is characteristic of the Soutpansberg coals. South African
coals from the Mpumalanga Coalfields are characterised by
higher inertinite than vitrinite. with the exception of the samples
from Waterberg. Pseudovitrinite was determined (Fig. 1),
which is known to inhibit coking properties (Kaegi, 1985).
Pseudovitrinite is not uncommon in South African coals
The samples were crushed using a roll, jaw, and cone crusher (Kruszewska, 2003).
to obtain a size of approximately 4mm. The 4mm sample was
split using a rotary splitter, and half of the sample was kept as Voorburg North coal samples reported a mean RoV % bea reference. The other half of the 4mm sample was milled tween 0.76 – 0.84%, with an average of 0.79%. This classified
using a Retsch ZM200 to two different sizes: 1mm for petro- the samples as medium rank C, according to UN-ECE (1998).
graphic and other optical studies, and to 212µm for chemical In Voorburg North, the bottom seam samples appear to have a
slightly higher reflectance compared to the middle seam
analyses, XRD, and FSI.
horizon. Voorburg South reported higher reflectance values
Chemical analyses (including proximate analyses, calorific compared to Voorburg North, with a mean RoV% of between
value, and total sulphur), Free Swelling Index, petrographic 0.80 - 1.26%. Thus, the rank of the coal samples ranged from
analyses (detailed maceral point, vitrinite reflectance and ab- medium rank C to medium rank A. Voorburg South samples
normal condition), and mineral analyses (XRD, SEM, EMPA) are located between the Tshipise and Bosbokpoort Faults and
were conducted on the samples collected. The petrographic the trend of the bottom seam having a higher reflectance does
analysis were carried out using Zeiss Axio Imager M2M retro- not follow. Samples closer to the Bosbokpoort Fault reported
fitted with Hilgers Diskus Fossil software for reflectance and the highest reflectance values and bimodal distributions,
maceral analyses, at a magnification of x500 under oil immer- indicating that the fault played a role in rank advance.
sion. The samples were scanned using the monochromatic According to Sparrow (2012) and Hancox and Gotz (2014), the
digital camera, and analysed offline using the Fossil student coal rank increases from the west to the east across the
program. The reflectance system was calibrated using YAG Limpopo Province. This is evident in this study where the
0.900 and internal standards. The abnormal condition analysis Waterberg samples in the west had a mean RoV% 0.63 and
0.65 in comparison to Tshikondeni in the east with a mean
and images were conducted using the colour digital camera.
Thirty five samples were collected across the coalfields of Limpopo, comprising of samples from the Makhado project area,
Voorburg, and Vele Colliery where a total of 26 samples were
collected from 10 boreholes. For comparative purposes and to
complete the consideration of coal from the Limpopo Province,
additional samples from the Vele Colliery and Waterberg Coalfield were provided, as well as one ROM sample from Tshikondeni Colliery to the east of the province.
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Fig 1: Example of pseudovitrinite. Oil immersion X500
non-polarized reflected light. Short edge approx. 200
µm
reflectance of 1.23 % (medium rank A).
The mineral matter identified in the coal samples was clay,
quartz, siderite and pyrite. Samples from the northern side of
the fault had relatively high mineral matter, high total sulphur,
and ash, with syngenetic pyrite being more common than carbonate mienrals. Petrographically, different types of pyrite were
identified: infilling cell or pore structures, disseminated euhedral, massive, infilling cracks and replacing other minerals, and
framboidal pyrite sometimes preserving irregular forms. The
Makhado coal samples were rich in silicates and reported a
slightly higher siderite composition compared to the Voorburg
North samples, with pyrite observed to be more epigenetic with
some traces of syngenetic pyrite.

Framboidal pyrite with concentric rings overgrowth was noted in
some Makhado samples. SEM and EMPA analyses revealed an
enrichment of Ni, As, and Pb in the overgrowth of the framboidal pyrite (Fig. 2). It was proposed that the Tshipise and Bosbokpoort Faults carried fluids rich in these elements that subsequently precipitated around the syngenetic pyrite. This study
demonstrates that the mineralogy in the coal is affected by the
fault subsequent to coalification. Further studies are in progress
to enhance the understanding of this unusual mineralogy.
A variety of carbonate minerals were identified petrographically
and by XRD, ranging from syngenetic siderite to epigenetic calcite. The carbonates determined petrographically were: siderite,
and calcite, and in addition, dolomite and ankerite were determined by XRD. The siderite occurs as nodules which could possibly show syngenetic in nature and the calcite infills cracks in
vitrinite (which is epigenetic in origin). Ankerite was found associated with the concentric rings as cleats.
The interpretation of depositional environments using coal petrographic parameters relied on the use of "facies diagnostic"
vitrinite, inertinite and liptinite macerals. The maceral
facies
diagnostics helped determine the Gelification Index (GI) and
Tissue Preservation Index (TPI). TPI and GI indices indicated
a marsh and wet forest depositional environment for most samples. The syngenetic pyrite can possibly indicate marine transgressions influence, or more likely, the occurrence of ground
water enriched in sulphur-rich waters due to bacterial activity
circulating in the peat.
In summary, the study determined that there were indeed variations in coal properties either side of the Tshipise and Bosbokpoort Faults.
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Fig 2: Bottryoidal mineral growth around framboidal
pyrite. SEM image.
Miss Maphaphuli was the co-recipient of the ICCP
Travel grant in 2016. She has submitted her MSc
dissertation for examination.
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ICCP Publications & Training Material
ICCP Publications are available for download or purchase to all members and non-members.
DO NOT SEND PAYMENT WHEN ORDERING, AN INVOICE SHALL BE ISSUED AFTER ORDERING
Orders to: Dr Peter Crosdale mailto:peter.crosdale@energyrc.com.au
P.O.Box 54, Coorparoo, Qld 415, Australia.
All ICCP HANDBOOKS -(1963, 1985, 1986, 1993) can be downloaded from the website:

http://www.iccop.org/publications/iccp-handbook/
Atlas on Fly Ash, as prepared by Commission III, is available for free download on the ICCP website.
Atlas of Anthropogenic Particles
A digital atlas of anthropogenic particles largely derived from fossil fuel sources. The atlas contains 543 images
grouped by source and site of occurrence. ICCP News 39 Nov 2006 pp 55-56.
Cost: 16€ including postage.
ICCP Training Material on Vitrinite Reflectance Measurements on Dispersed Organic Matter
CD & set of 4 polished grain mounts; CD’s can be purchased separately ICCP News 39 Nov 2006 pp 53-54.
Cost: CD+polished blocks set 40€ incl. postage (ICCP/TSOP members); 120€ (non members).
CD alone: 16€ .
ICCP Training kit for spectral fluorescence measurements in Dispersed Organic Matter.
Two polished blocks Posidonia & Irati shales & Exel sheet of results from round robin exercises.
Cost: samples & exel sheet 30€ incl. postage (CCP/TSOP members); 90€ (non members).

ICCP Services
Accreditation Programs

ICCP Reflectance Standard

Maceral Group Analyses of Coals (SCAP)
Convenor: Dr Kimon Christanis
Department of Geology
University of Patras
Ph +30-2610-99 7568
mailto: christan@upatras.gr

If you would like to check the calibration of your
reflectance standard against the ICCP standard, please
contact the following people for availability and costs:

Vitrinite Reflectance of Coals (SCAP)
Convenor: Dr Kimon Christanis
mailto: christan@upatras.gr

Dr Walter Pickel, ICCP General Secretary
Director Organic Petrology, Coal and Organic Petrology
Services Pty Ltd
Sans Souci, NWS, Australia
Ph +61-2-9524 0403
mailto: walterpickel@optusnet.com.au

Coal Blend Analysis (CBAP)
Convenor: Dr Isabel Suárez-Ruiz
Instituto Nacional del Carbon—CSIC
Oviedo, Spain
Ph +34-98-5119090
mailto: isruiz@incar.csic.es

The standard is also available through

Dr David Pearson
David E. Pearson & Associated Ltd
Victoria, British Columbia, Canada
Ph +1-250 477 2548
mailto: dpearson@coalpetrography.com



And
Vitrinite Reflectance of Dispersed Organic
Matter (DOM)
Convenor: Dr Ángeles Gómez Borrego
ICCP President
Instituto Nacional del Carbon—CSIC
Oviedo, Spain
Ph +34-98-5119090
mailto: angeles@incar.csic.es
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Gerd and Gisela Bieg
Mikroskopische Untersuchungen
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Ph +49-2364-6285
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UPCOMING EVENTS
27-28 April 2017: 4th International Conference Geology & Geoscience Summit, Dubai,
UAE. Theme: Exploring the Recent trends and analytical techniques in the field of Geology and
Geosciences. http://geology.conferenceseries.com/ ;
Email: geology@earthscienceconferences.com
8-12 May 2017: 8th Clean Coal Technologies Conference (CCT2017), Sardinia, Italy.
CCT2017 aims to help disseminate new technologies to new regions and support further innovation by bringing together utilities, technology providers, researchers, and policy-makers from
coal-using nations around the world. http://www.cct2017.org/ .
26-30 June 2017: ICCP Training course on dispersed organic matter—integrating transmitted and reflected light microscopy, Potsdam., Germany. Instructors are: Prof. Joao
Graciano Mendonca Filho from the Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, and Dr.
Angeles G. Borrego, Instituto Nacional del Carbón, CSIC, Oviedo, Spain. The microscope system will be provided by Hilgers Technisches Büro. http://www.iccop.org.
3-9 Sept 2017: 69th Annual ICCP Meeting, Bucharest, Romania. Submission of abstracts
by 20 March—download abstract template & guidelines http://www.iccop.org/meetings/2017iccp-meeting-in-bucharest-romania/.. Early bird registration by 31 May. Selected papers will be
published in the International Journal of Coal Geology. http://www.iccop.org.
5-8 Sept 2017: 34th Annual International Pittsburgh Coal Conference, Pittsburgh, USA.
Abstract deadline March 1 2017. www.pccpitt.org
21-27 Sept 2017: 34th TSOP Annual Meeting, Calgary, Canada. Organic matter in energy
systems, with a focus on conventional and unconventional petroleum systems. Registration and
abstract submission now open. https://tsop2017.wordpress.com/
25-29 Sept 2017: International Conference on Coal Science and Technology (ICCS&T)
AND Australia-China Symposium on Energy (ACSE), Beijing China. Abstract deadline
31st March 2017; papers will be published in a special edition of Fuel Processing Technology.
Www.iccstacse.cumtb.edu.cn, or email: iccst2017@cumtb.edu.cn
8-14 October 2017: Course in Coal Science, China University of Mining and Technology.
Xuzhou & Beijing. One week course for young coal scientists, students, and global coal industry,
presented by international leaders, covering many aspects of coal science. For enquiries contact: taylorwz9301@gmail.com, or daishifeng@gmail.com
10-12 Oct 2017: International Meeting of Sedimentology. 33rd IAS & 16th ASF Joint Meeting. Toulouse, France. Abstract deadline June 15; early bird deadline June 15.
https://ims2017.sciencesconf.org. Or email to: ims2017@sciencescong.org

Membership Enquiries
General Secretary mailto: walterpickel@optusnet.com.au
Or visit the website: http://www.iccop.org

ICCP News Enquiries
Any submissions, contributions, letters, comments, news items,
and so on, most welcomed
Editor: Nikki Wagner / mailto: nwagner@uj.ac.za

President of the ICCP (2015— 2019)
Dr M Ángeles Gómez Borrego mailto: angeles@incar.csic.es
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